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Agenda
> Describe the process for submitting manuscripts to the JIP
> Past, present, and future of the JIP
> Plans for IP to become an evidenced-based counseling approach
> Process for becoming a peer-reviewer for the JIP
> Download patterns of JIP articles





> The journal serves to provide a forum for the finest 
dialogue pertaining to Adlerian practices, principles, 
and theoretical development. 
> Articles relate to theoretical and research issues as 
well as concerns of practice and application of 
Adlerian psychological methods.
> The editors place great emphasis on maintaining high 




> Sponsored by NASAP
> Editorial office: Lynn University
> Publisher: University Texas press
> 4 issues published per year
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Submitting manuscripts
APA 7th edition (2019)
Abstract of no more than 120 words
Manuscripts are 18–25 pages in length
Double-spaced and formatted using Courier New font size 12
Review process 4-5 weeks (blind review)
Indexers: The Journal of Individual Psychology is indexed in Academic Search 
Premier, Bibliographic Index of Health Education Periodicals, e-psyche, Gay 
and Lesbian Abstracts, Guide to PsychINFO, IBR (International Bibliography of 
Book Reviews), IBZ (International Bibliography of Periodical Literature), 
Psychological Abstracts, and Psychology and Behavioral Sciences Collection
Link







> 77:4, December 2021, Winter (Special Issue: 
Mindfulness- Dr. Tekinalp )
> 78:1, March 2022, Spring (Special Issue: The 
varieties of the Adlerian experience- Dr. Mansager)
> 78:2, June 2022, Summer (Open issue)
> 78:3, September 2022, Fall (Special Issue: Dreikurs' 
























Project MUSE Downloads from 2020
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TOP USAGE BY ARTICLE
HITS AUTHORS ARTICLE
2957 Anthony Turner Generation Z: Technology and Social Interest
691 Daniel Haugen; Marina Bluvshtein; Susan Belangee Adler’s Unlimited Universe
407 Alfred Adler The Fundamental Views of Individual Psychology
283 Daniel Haugen; Marina Bluvshtein; Susan Belangee Cybersocial Connectedness: A Survey of Perceived...
260 Lori Ann Wagner When Your Smartphone Is Too Smart for Your Own...
197
Eva Dreikurs Ferguson; Fariba Soheili; Hamid Alizadeh; Hossein Salimi Bajestani; 
Jason M. Murphy Teachers as Leaders: The Impact of Adler-Dreikurs...
171 Michelle Malters; Patricia A. Robey; Robert E. Wubbolding A Comparison of Choice Theory and Reality Therapy...
142 Arthur J. Clark Empathy and Alfred Adler: An Integral Perspective
133 Jesse Fleck; Leigh Johnson-Migalski The Impact of Social Media on Personal and...
123 Bengu Erguner-Tekinalp; J. Steve Hamm; Jon Carlson Adlerian-Based Positive Group Counseling...
122 Len Sperry; Vassilia Binensztok Adlerian Pattern-Focused Therapy: A Treatment Manual
121 Len Sperry Similarities Between Cognitive Behavior Therapy...
120 Paul Carroll; William Kyle Hamilton Positive Discipline Parenting Scale: Reliability...
117 Len Sperry Achieving Evidence-Based Status for Adlerian...
117 Jennifer M. Emmons; Susan E. Belangee Understanding the Discouraged Child Within the...
115 Jon Sperry Evidence-Based Adlerian Therapy: Special Issue
Want to be a Contributing Editor?
> Peer review
> 4 manuscript reviews per year
> Managing editor: Prof. Hamm
> Email: JIP@lynn.edu
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